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Intending to comment on the tape they'd been watching, Diana looked around and stopped on 
indrawn breath: Vincent had fallen ungracefully asleep - head back at a weird, broken-necked angle 
against the back of her sofa, jaw slightly dropped, torso twisted, legs and arms subtly askew. More 
than anything, he looked like a stuffed stunt dummy that'd been tossed there, or dropped from a great
height to simulate a man.

Diana shut her mouth into a fond smile and shook her head. She hated to wake him, knowing how, in 
these weeks before Jacob's first birthday - and all that implied - Vincent had been throwing himself 
into the heaviest work Below, then withdrawing to the sanctuary of her loft, her bed - another escape 
from memory. But it would be cruel and unusual malice to let him stay in a position like that.

She patted his upper arm. "Babe. Vincent, wake up."

Maybe the burst of gunfire - they'd been watching Lawrence of Arabia - from the TV drowned her out. 
She leaned to grab the controller and stilled the tape, then turned back to Vincent .... and found him 
looking at her with vague, puzzled eyes the color of rainy sky.

"Diana .... my hands hurt."

"Should be your neck, the position you got yourself into. Maybe they're just asleep, like pins and 
needles?"

"They hurt," Vincent said again, in the same lost, bewildered tone.

"Okay, then, let's have a - Jesus H. Christ!"

The palms of both his hands, as he obediently turned them over and extended them for her 
inspection, were worse than raw. Parts were blackened and peeling; other parts were pouched into 
huge blisters. Across his fingers were grey places that looked dead. There was no other way to put it.

As Diana stared at the damage in shock, one of the blisters broke, weeping a thick, clear fluid. 
Vincent stirred then, rising to keep the mess off her wreck of a sofa; staring, wrenchingly, to 
apologize, gazing blankly around for something to stanch the oozing from his ruined hands before it 
got onto her carpet.

Blurting, "The hell with that!" Diana steered and shoved him into the kitchen, trying frantically to 
recall if butter was currently on the ins or outs of approved emergency first aid. She settled for water, 
as cold as it could come from the tap, all the while reviewing and trying to get her mind around the 



fact that his hands had been perfectly okay when he'd gotten here and there was no possible way to 
get third-degree burns lounging on a decrepit but unignited sofa.

She wrapped two dishtowels around some ice cubes and swathed one hand, checking his face 
anxiously every few seconds to see if there were any signs of the onset of true shock. But Vincent 
just looked hurt and confused, which she guessed was understandable in the circumstances. Which 
was about all, in the circumstances, that was understandable.

Wrapping the other hand, she asked, "That any better?"

"They still hurt."

"Damn right, I bet they do. But can you stay on your feet long enough to get to Father? Or should 
I ..... ? Here," she said, deciding, and steered him back into the living room space - not to the 
inexplicably dangerous sofa, this time, but to one of the big chairs - and backed him against it until he 
sat down. She dropped into a crouch, looking at him until he finally focused on her. "You stay right 
here, okay? I'm gonna get Father. For your hands. Because I'm afraid you'll pass out if we 
try ..... " She could see he wasn't taking it in. She patted his knee. "It's okay, just stay here." Noticing 
the awkward way he moved his hands, she added, "It doesn't matter if the ice drips on things, don't 
worry about it. Just stay put."

"All right." His eyes drifted away to the screen, where camels were halted in mid-charge.

Diana was afraid to leave him and afraid not to. She compromised by racing down to the threshold in 
her basement and banging, with the little pipecode she knew, an all-purpose emergency signal that 
presently brought a sentry to find out what was the matter.

"Get Father here," Diana directed, "with whatever he needs to treat burns. Vincent's burned his hands
real bad and I don't trust him to make it home."

As the sentry took off at a run, Diana sprinted back in the other direction, impatiently pounding the 
wall of the freight elevator as it creaked upward, back to her loft. She found Vincent trying to work the 
VCR controller with his wrapped-up hands. He surrendered it to her, then seemed surprised when 
she tossed it onto the coffee table.

"The picture's stopped. You said that was bad for the machine ..... "

Diana settled on her heels in front of him, frowning. "Will you listen?"

"Of course, Diana," he replied - perfectly calm now, as though the only important thing was finding out
what was upsetting her.

"Something very goddamn strange is going on, you know that?" she demanded intently.

Slowly, Vincent nodded. "My hands hurt," he reported, as though he'd just noticed.

"Do you know why? How they got like that?"

Vincent considered, then shook his head mutely, as if her question had been a riddle to which she'd 
now offer the answer. When she didn't, his eyes drifted back to the stilled screen as though it 
bothered him. Sighing, Diana collected the controller and let the tape roll. For the fifteen minutes it 
took Father to arrive, they watched Arabs attack a train and shout gleefully at discovering they'd 
captured a treasure of horses.

*****

"There was nothing," Diana insisted for at least the tenth time. And, as with all the times before, she 



and Father scowled at each other - Diana angry at Father's skepticism, Father angry because he 
plainly thought she was crazy or lying. Diana wearily propped her elbows on the large table in 
Father's study. "He came, fixed tea - not a yelp, not a singe, he heated the water in the goddamn 
microwave; there's nothing to burn yourself on! And then we talked awhile about whatever 
happened today, and about what he'd maybe like to watch, and then he conked out on the sofa. And 
woke up like that." Diana glared. "Ask him!"

"I will," Father assured her in no friendly tone.

Hands trimmed of fried skin, disinfected, slathered with antibiotic ointment, and properly bandaged, 
Vincent had been put to bed in his own chamber.

"He's been working too hard," Diana reflected. "And ..... "

Taking it as criticism, Father interrupted, "No work that would char the flesh practically to the 
bone ..... !"

"I know that, I know that. Give me some slack, here! I'm trying to figure this out, too. He's been 
working too hard, and there've been some vague stretches. Just tired, I guess, but sometimes we'll 
be talking and then he looks at me and I can tell he's missed everything for two or three minutes 
back. You notice anything like that?"

''None of that can possibly ..... I don't know, Diana." Interrupting himself, for a change, Father 
removed his glasses and rubbed his eyes. "It's surely a severe burn, but not life-threatening, so long 
as infection doesn't set in. And he heals so quickly. The other time I could remove the 
bandages ..... "

"What other time?"

Father blinked at her, then decided he wanted his glasses on again. "When he returned ..... with 
Jacob," he said, as though perplexed at having to explain, as though she should know. "Plainly 
electrical burns, then - he told me the, ah, the cell in which that man had confined him ....."

"Gabriel?"

Father nodded, refusing to say the name, just as he refused to call the cage by its rightful name. " .... 
that the bars were electrified and he'd burned his hands breaking free. There was little initital pain - 
the nerves had, of course, been destroyed. But when healing progressed to that stage, he was 
in ..... considerable discomfort. It's odd - the pattern of the burns is virtually identical, now that I think 
of it. And yet you say the only electrical devices with which he was in contect were your microwave 
and the, ah, controller of your player ..... "

"The VCR. Yeah. What do you mean, 'the pattern'?"

"The ridges of charred tissue, with less severe burning between. Just as though he'd grasped 
something ..... " Father demonstrated with a gesture. ".... of the dimension of a bar or rod of some 
type ..... Even the wrist lesions are similar, although this time there were no manacles to ground the 
charge. Or I sincerely hope not. I don't inquire as to personal details of what Vincent ..... and 
you ..... may do Above, but ....."

Diana couldn't help cracking a sour grin. "No, we not into kinky bondage games, if that's what you're 
hinting at. Can you imagine Vincent thinking that's fun? Come on!"

Father looked stern; but she would have sworn he was blushing. They traded a wary look that turned 
sober. This time, Diana concluded, he'd believed her - conditionally, subject to Vincent's 
corroboration. And so they were both mystified.



Father suggested tea; a peace offering. Diana agreed absently, though she hated the stuff, only 
drank it to keep Vincent company. When Father presently set a mug before her, she looked up 
sharply, asking, "What do you know about stigmata?"

Father took his mug back to his desk chair and settled there again before answering. But instead of 
answering directly, he'd been considering the implications of the question and commented, "I 
suppose it's possible. Although that raises another set of problems ..... "

"Yeah? Why?"

"I would assume ..... stress. The approach of ..... Jacob's birthday. If you've described the events 
accurately - and I know you're a trained observer, Diana - there is no possible physical cause. So I 
would suppose ..... that it's possible Vincent might have imposed these injuries on himself by 
psychological means, as certain religious hysterics have done, down through the centuries. There are
accounts. I could study them ..... " Father leaned back to regard the upper tiers of his room-filling 
bookshelves.

"While you're at it," Diana suggested, "also check out spontaneous combustion."

"That's a myth," Father replied flatly.

"People have died of it, just the same. There was a case here in the city, last year. Guy sitting in a 
diner, just suddenly burst into flame, burned to death before anybody could make a move. Table not 
even warm. Plastic seat, under him, not melted. Thank God they didn't sic that one on me. But I heard
about it. Officially, a lighter in his pocket blew up. But that was officially. Write it off as accident, close 
the file. Off the record, nobody had a clue."

"When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the 
truth," commented Father, in a way that made Diana suspect him of quoting. She didn't make an 
issue of it, as long as he'd apparently accepted that she hadn't fried Vincent with a curling iron and 
then lied about it.

"When he wakes up," Diana mentioned, before leaving, "do us all a favor, huh? Don't let him work so 
hard."

"With his hands in that condition? Any work is out of the question."

"But don't let him sit and mope, either. Plan something he can do, but that doesn't take so much out 
of him. If this is something stress-related, give him some slack ..... but not enough to hang himself 
with."

"You don't seriously think Vincent is suicidal?"

Diana turned on the stairs, leaning on the railing. "I keep an open mind - it's an occupational hazard. 
You're not gonna tell me there haven't been times, this last year, when you didn't think he wasn't 
gonna make it through to sunrise..... or figure he cared a whole lot if he did or not."

It was not a question. Father wouldn't meet her eyes. Diana figured he was the sort who still 
considered any capitulation to death as vaguely immoral, a flaw of character. Or maybe it was just 
that he was a doctor ..... and Death was the enemy with which no truce was possible.

"When he wakes up," Diana added, in parting, "tell him I'll be down to look in on him, probably after 
lunchtime. I got a meeting most of the morning. But after that ....."

Father promised to relay the message, and Diana dragged herself home. She spent the rest of the 
night researching pyschosomatic injuries, stigmata, and spontaneous combustion. She thought 
Father was probably doing the same.



It was then twelve days before Jacob's birthday.

*****

The bandages came off in three days, with no scarring. Diana had learned that Vincent healed 
unnaturally fast. But this was beyond fast. This was beyond even his version of normal. So the 
healing was as freakish as the injury.

Vincent didn't seem at all perturbed about it, though. He didn't even seem very interested, and 
answered inattentively when Diana tried to pump him for corroborative detail to support a theory. Any 
theory. It wasn't just that Diana was constitutionally intolerant of mysteries - she was worried: the guy 
in the diner really had died.

"Thank you for being concerned, but my hands are fine now," Vincent remarked, displaying the 
healed, slightly shiny palms, as though that should end the matter and proved everything was 
peachy-keen okay. "Might we watch something with trees in it?"

Sighing, Diana knelt down by her tape shelf and called out titles until he approved one. They watched
a silly '50's movie about villainous loggers in what proported to be Oregon. The heroine had a really 
vicious overbite. But the trees, as Vincent several times observed, were magnificent. He stilled 
several scenes to study them in detail.

His workload had been cut back on the excuse of Michael's needing extra coaching for his college 
midterms. Diana didn't recall ever meeting Michael, but he sounded shrewd enough to her - smooth 
enough to convince Vincent that a dean's list English major was panicking about junior year lit 
midterms, anyway. Vincent seemed to accept the situation calmly and talked about Michael with such
obvious affection that Diana couldn't help asking how Jacob was doing.

"He's well, Mary tells me," Vincent commented vaguely, and Diana did a take, looking at him 
askance.

"Mary tells you?" she repeated carefully.

He nodded. "He's more comfortable in the nursery, since I'm so occupied with Michael."

"Ahuh." Diana didn't believe a word of it.

"Do you think we might have some popcorn?"

It was then eight days before Jacob's birthday.

*****

The next evening, Vincent complained - if that was the right word - of a headache. By the description, 
and by his hand carefully pressed against his forehead to keep it from shattering, it was one-sided; 
left of center, from brow, down across the eyesocket, to the cheekbone. Dizzyingly, sickeningly acute.
He threw up a couple of times.

By the description, it had a lot in common with a go-blind migraine, something with which Diana had 
considerable experience. He couldn't tolerate aspirin, so she tried the fallback treatment of alternating
hot and cold compresses and massaging the rigid neck and jaw muscles. Eventually, she coaxed and
petted him into falling asleep, then slid out of the bed and tucked herself up on a chair so as not to 



wake him with her own sleeping movements.

He slept soundly, quiet and unmoving each time she roused from her doze to check on him; and 
when he woke, he was a little groggy, but the worst of the pain was apparently past. He managed to 
keep down the bland breakfast she fixed him, and was seemed steady enough on his feet that she 
didn't insist on walking him home.

She didn't, at the time, connect the headache with the mysteriously burned hands - it seemed like 
comparing apples and oranges. And headaches were common enough, even though she didn't recall 
his ever mentioning one before. But sitting in the chair and watching him sleep had inevitably 
reminded her of the days and nights after the explosion of the Compass Rose. And she recalled, 
idly, that it had been the same eyebrow ridge on the left where some flying debris had hit him; cutting 
deep, bleeding heavily at first, probable concussion. She recalled patting the gash clean, then binding
it with the handiest sterile, absorbant material - a sanitary napkin. It has seemed just common sense 
at the time, and he hadn't been aware to be embarrassed; but she'd had a few private grins about it, 
since, thinking what his reaction - or Father's; or Mary's - would be if they knew details of her 
pragmatic style of first aid.

She did connect the two incidents enough, though, to be relieved by Vincent's unsolicited promise not
to mention the headache. Coming back hurt, no matter how, from Diana's loft twice in under a week 
would overload Father's already strained tolerance of their relationship.

The third collapse was Below, so Father couldn't possibly suspect Diana had anything, deliberately or
otherwise, to do with it. And to give Father due credit, he said so and apologized when she came in 
response to his message.

"I believe," Father said, bending over Vincent, stretched out (decently draped) on a plank in the 
hospital chamber, "it was some sort of coronary seizure. There's no history, and there are no signs 
now, but from Michael's description, its onset consisted of severe chest pains ....."

Things came together in Diana's mind. She directed, "Treat it like gunshot wounds."

Father straightened, turned. "I beg your pardon? Gunshot wounds? Are you suggesting Michael 
shot-----------?"

"No blood, no bullet, you won't have to dig for it this time. But otherwise, figure you got a gunshot 
patient. How many times was he hit before - twice? At the carousel, when Moreno went up against 
him?" Finding Father still staring at her uncomprehendingly, Diana burst out, "It's replaying, don't you 
see? First the burns from the cage and the head wound. Now this ..... this approximation of getting 
shot a couple times in the chest. It's replaying - backward."

Father slowly folded his stethoscope. "I don't believe I know how to treat imaginary gunshot wounds," 
he confessed quietly.

"They're not imaginary. They're remembered."

Father looked down at Vincent, unconscious on the makeshift hospital bed. "What in God's name is 
happening?"

“That's not what worries me. It's what's gonna happen!"

Father glanced back at her. "What?"

"I don't know. I don't know. And I don't think he does, either. And what scares me worst ..... is that 
he's not scared." She went to stand beside Father, beside the bed. Stroking Vincent's shoulder, she 
muttered, "What are you doing to yourself, babe? Where's this all headed? I thought ..... I thought it 



was getting better. I thought maybe it was over, that we could ....."

She was startled when Father's arm clasped her back. But she didn't cry.

It was then three days to Jacob's birthday.

*****

The morning of Jacob's birthday, Diana claimed flu. She would have claimed leprosy, if she'd needed 
to, to dump off her current case and free herself to stick close to Vincent from the second he woke up 
to her touch on his arm.

"Hi," she said warmly, sitting on her heels beside his bed. "How you doing, babe?"

"I'm well. But sorry to have caused so much anxiety. That surely must be the last thing Michael 
needed - his tutor collapsing on the floor."

"I don't expect you were any too happy about it, either."

"I don't remember. All I remember is discussing Faust with Michael - the bargain and the price - and 
the next I knew, Father was placing an extremely cold stethoscope against my chest." Vincent 
pushed up on one elbow - his broad, furred shoulders golden in the pale glow of his stained glass 
fanlight. Diana liked him better in the sunshine through her clerostory windows; but she'd take what 
she could get. However she could get it.

"You feel like sleeping late, a little? Or something?" she hinted, leaning toward him in a way they'd 
both come to understand requested a kiss.

He blinked at her. "Below? With no door? And Jacob's birthday to prepare for?"

Getting no support - and no kiss - Diana steadied herself on the edge of the bed. "Below, and no 
door, I can fix with a little hike to my place. But Jacob's birthday, I can't do anything about. But you 
mind company, babe? I got the whole day free."

"Oh, was your case resolved?"

"Far as I'm concerned," Diana evaded, and got a glance that meant he'd caught that slide around a 
direct answer. He always caught stuff like that.

''A man who drowned, wasn't it?"

"No, that was last month. We tagged the business partner by traces of indigo in the lungs. This one 
was about the fish. You remember, I told you, guy got frozen in the hold of his own fishing ....."

"And it's resolved?"

"It'll keep. Look, I want to be here today. For Jacob's birthday. So sue me."

"I'm always glad of time we can spend together, Diana. If you're sure .....?"

"Believe me, I'm sure. Let's go get Jacob."

It had been almost two weeks since Vincent had brought his son to visit, and Diana had missed him. 
Apparently it was mutual; Jacob was bouncing, waving, and crowing from the minute they came 
through the door-hole of the nursery. Livvy was having quite a time trying to make the final 
adjustments to his fresh diaper. Diana poked and shook hands and played peek-a-boo with him, 
distracting him while Livvy finished fastening the diaper and then got him into a sweater and a pair of 
patched rompers. Vincent smiled and looked on - from a greater distance than suited Jacob, as the 



toddler made clear by turning and reaching toward him as Livvy fought the usual morning Battle of the
Socks.

When Diana offered herself as second-choice carrier, Jacob clung to her tightly, entangling 
determined fists in her hair. "I think he's rooted for the season," Diana commented to Vincent, trying 
to hike that solid little bottom higher against her ribs. "When I'm bald, it's your turn."

Vincent just continued smiling and led the way back to the Commons: on this special day, the 
birthday child was to have his first meal in public, on view to the whole community as they filed in, by 
threes and fours, for breakfast.

Within five minutes, Diana was certain: Vincent didn't want to hold Jacob. Didn't want to touch him, 
even to feed him. If she hadn't been there, she figured he'd have given Brooke, eagerly hovering, the 
privilege of feeding mashed, gluey oatmeal to his son and being liberally decorated with the meal in 
the process. But Diana persisted: she wasn't going to give up any moment of this day to anybody, 
even the feeding of an increasingly cranky one-year-old with a grip like a brass lobster and a 
stubbornness Diana figured he'd probably inherited from both sides.

Testing, she asked Vincent, "You want to hang onto him a minute while I get this outta my eye?"

He looked away. "Brooke .....?"

"Never mind," Diana said quickly, scraping her face on her arm. "Think I got it now. No problem, is 
there, tadpole?" She chucked Jacob under his clenched, oatmeal-smeared chin, thinking, Theory 
confirmed. And what the hell does that mean? Is he scared he might have another 'coronary' 
and drop him, or fall on him, or something? Doesn't he trust himself to hold Jacob? Or does 
he just not want to?

Sometimes when things get intense, he shied away from physical contact with anybody, she knew: 
touch heightened his empathic sensitivities - sometimes, unbearably. But that wasn't it now - his 
aversion to touching Jacob didn't extend to her, as she discovered when, after transferring the very 
messy post-breakfast toddler into Brooke's proud custody for washing, Vincent drew Diana aside into 
a dark passage and proceeded to breakfast on the remains of Jacob's meal ..... off her face.

In a voice deepened in a way she knew, he commented on her plain and immediate need for a 
change of clothing. He didn't suggest she be lent something. She didn't suggest it either, focused 
exclusively on getting back to her loft in record time.

They didn't even make it as far as the bed. At least for the first time.

The first time was on, then off the couch. Frantic, rough, filled with urgency, as though both of them 
felt it was impossible to get close enough, hold each other tight enough. When it finished in a storm of
completion Diana slumped - bonelessly, mindlessly exhausted and feeling as if she'd gone a couple 
rounds inside an angry washing machine. Generally Vincent was real careful with his mouth, his 
hands, his weight. This time, there'd been no caution at all: she'd have bruises - some in very visible 
places, some with plain, unusual bite traces - for at least a week. It was as if he'd felt compelled to put
his mark on her, impose his body on hers in a way no one else ever could or ever would.

Before she'd caught her breath, Vincent scooped her off the floor and carried her, ignoring her 
questions and comments, to the bed. And the second time began - slow, patient, cherishing every 
inch of sensitized skin, every curve or edge of bone, every softness. Giving her his own softness, 
hushing her words with his mouth until there were no more words, only touch, tasting, reaching and 
finding, quiet grunts and murmurs, long, aching sighs, quickening breath. And the finish, when it 
came, was like a blaze of summer sunset, everywhere and casting strange, warm shadows.



Curled into his arms and against his chest, afterward, Diana began crying, because she knew what 
this progression meant. Though never quite like this, never done so expertly or with such knowing 
precision, it was what guys did for a consolation prize, when they knew it was the last time. When it 
was goodbye. She held him and wept.

"Hush," he said, into her hair. "Hush. Don't grieve. It will be all right."

"Please. Please don't leave."

His arms tightened around her. "Don't ever fear that. I will never leave you now. We will never be 
apart. Though ..... perhaps ..... not like this again. But love has more doors than one. Nor is this the 
largest or the best. I know that now. It will be all right." 

She twisted, and his arms gave her space to look at him. Tousled, solemn, loving, and so intensely 
here with her, she found the prospect of being without him more than she could bear. "Babe, please. 
If you know what's happening, tell me."

He was silent for several minutes, his eyes still serenely meeting hers. "I know ..... and yet I don't. It's 
never happened to me before. Perhaps ..... not to anyone. I discover myself in the living. Possibilities 
come to me first in dreams, then in truth. I have dreamt the meaning of this. But not how it will be. I 
don't think ..... I can find words to convey the feeling."

"Try. Please. I'm so scared ....."

"Don't be. Trust me. All will be well, Diana. As it should be ......" He kissed her forehead, then went on
thinking, because she'd asked him. That was so like him that it wrenched her anew. "I have never 
known," he said eventually, "where I come from. My origins. Nor do I know, except for Jacob, what I 
will leave behind. But now I seem to know ..... what I am for. Not why I am ..... as I am ..... but simply 
why I am at all. For what destiny I was made. And ..... it is enough. I am content, Diana. And I love 
you. As you have loved me, and more, because you deserve so well of me, who have never given 
you anything but pain and trouble and ....."

"If you start apologizing, I'm gonna hit you," Diana threatened, putting a small but serious fist in front 
of his nose, so that he laughed, and then they both laughed.

At last disentangling from each other, searching out the strewn clothes and dressing - Diana in a 
high-necked, long-sleeved sweater that wouldn't show too much of the damage and didn't come 
liberally spotted with spit oatmeal and juice - Diana didn't ask him again not to leave. Although her 
mind still didn't understand what was happening, her heart and her body did, enough at least not to 
clench in protest against the somehow welcomed inevitable.

For the first time since she'd known him, he'd declared himself content. She didn't have to understand
it to accept that it was so, for him. And that it was his right to declare it so. She'd always taken him on 
his own terms, exactly as he came, bright and dark, rough and gentle. It was too late to take him only 
on condition.

She returned Below with him and trudged, a silent shadow, at his side as he made a business of 
seeking out the outliers: the people who lived separate from the main community. Elizabeth, too busy 
with her paints to waste more than a moment in casual chat. Narcissa, who smiled and offered him a 
grave, unexplained blessing. Mouse, who afterward tagged along on the visits to the nearer inhabited 
clusters, bumping into Vincent every chance he got so as to receive a steadying hand, the semi-
embrace of strong arms.

Somehow, Mouse knew, too: Vincent was saying goodbye.



By the end of the afternoon, names and faces were jostling in Diana's memory. She'd never realized 
so many people lived Below. And she was pretty certain she'd now met, and been introduced to, 
every one of them over the age of two.

She recognized the passage they were moving along now, she and Vincent, and Mouse scuffing aling
on the far side. Soon they'd come to Vincent's own chamber and, beyond that, Father's study.

Vincent had said nothing since they'd left a large chamber fitted up as a play-yard for the middle 
children. He remarked suddenly. "When the time comes, Diana, bring Jacob."

"You mean for the birthday party?"

He shook his head. "That's already seen to: Brooke will bring him."

"Then how will I know when it's time?"

He looked at her, blue eyes smiling fondly. "After all this, how could you suppose you wouldn't know?"

"Yeah. I guess. Okay, I'll bring Jacob. Promise."

The smile deepened, lifting the corners of his mouth to show fang-tips. "There is no need of promises 
anymore."

"Yeah. I guess." She put her arm through his and held on, check against his shoulder.

She didn't want to make it any harder for him, for anybody, then she had to. She didn't want to be a 
problem. But she was damn well going to hang onto him as long as she could. And she'd pity 
anybody who tried to pry her away in the meantime.

The birthday party was a small affair - maybe a dozen people, mostly parents with kids under two, 
who could therefore trade stories of achievements and disasters and compare developmental notes. 
Jacob, enthroned in honor in a genuine highchair, was the only young child present. The party food 
was pink frosted cupcakes, each with a single tiny candle. Brooke made sure Jacob didn't try to eat 
his, after Father had done the honors and blown out the flame.

Vincent stood aside - conspicuously, to Diana's eye; but nobody else seemed to notice. She hoped to
hell he'd make it through the party, mostly because she knew how much he'd hate upsetting 
everybody with some kind of blowup like the ones before. A year ago, tonight, he'd held his love, 
dying and then dead, on a rooftop; and Diana had no idea at all what memory/injury would go with 
that.

At first, Jacob was delighted with the company and the attention, waving, babbling, and tossing 
pieces of cupcake Brooke tried to feed him. But within an hour he was fussing and finally screaming, 
red-faced and insistent.

"Overdue for his nap," Brooke remarked, looking to Vincent for permission to return Jacob to the 
nursery.

When Vincent nodded, people began drifting off with final comments and goodbyes: the party was 
over.

"A milestone," Father observed, limping around the highchair Cullen was attempting to fold up. 
Finding the joints wouldn't bend, Cullen tucked the whole chair under his arm and carried it away, 
shedding crumbs and frosting, like a trail children might hope to follow out of a wilderness if the birds 
didn't get to it first. Father, settling into his desk chair, was adding, "Who would have conceived of 
such a thing ..... two years ago? Or five?" Diana could practically hear him editing himself as he 
spoke, to avoid nudging Vincent's mind back a single year. "My grandson's birthday. Already, he's 



walking. Soon, he'll be climbing." Father shuddered theatrically, his twinkling eyes on Vincent. "And 
then you'll know, Vincent, what it is to be in mortal terror of a child utterly without caution. When you 
come to me for sympathy, I promise to offer it with the utmost heartfelt sincerity. And no little 
satisfaction. After all, it's only justice ..... Vincent, are you ..... tired?"

"A little, Father. It's been, in its way ..... a strenuous day." Vincent's deadpan sideways glance dared 
Diana to make any reaction at all.

But she was past that. She'd been watching him, the whole time. And she'd seen his eyes get more 
vague and withdrawn, even though he'd been able to keep several conversations going, people 
paying nice birthday party compliments to Jacob and giving Jacob's father a chance to brag if he 
wanted to.

As she watched, now, the hint of teasing went out of his eyes and what was left was a deeper 
weariness than she had words for. The vivid blue was dulled to indigo.

"Diana," he said. "Would you read to me a little before you have to leave?"

"Sure, babe, if you want," she agreed in the same tone she'd have used if he'd asked her to do 
handsprings. Or anything. And his quiet eyes said that he knew that: that if handsprings would have 
made any difference he would have asked, but they wouldn't, so he didn't. But he knew they were 
available, at a word.

They went back to his chamber and Vincent composed himself on the quilt-covered mattresses while 
Diana scanned his bookcase - as she'd have scanned her tape collection - with eyes that didn't want 
to focus.

"You got any preferences?"

"Shakespeare. The sonnets. I think I left the book there, on the table ....."

Diana turned an found it - Catherine's cased edition, that Diana had returned to him. She dragged his 
big chair close enough to let her prop her feet on the mattress edge. Somehow she knew it wasn't 
time, now, for holding him. She was just the background music to whatever was going to happen. So 
she resolutely looked at each page, not at him, as she went from one poem to the next, probably 
mangling the meter, taking in only a fraction of the sense.

She heard his voice, barely above a whisper, say, "Always." Then the most godawful shout, or roar, 
that ever seared any throat, blasted any ears. She dropped the book, clapping her hands to her head,
wincing. Father came, barely a minute later, when the memory of the shout still hung in the air.

Vincent was smiling. At nothing. His eyes were perfectly empty. But he was breathing. Alive.

"A year's pain," Father said, leaning over his son, "compressed into a matter of weeks. Perhaps 
this ..... retrograde recapitulation has at last exorcized those memories. Do you think?" He glanced 
back at Diana hopefully.

"Don't ask me, I'm just a dumb Mick cop aiming to retire with a pension. Yeah, maybe. Maybe."

But Diana didn't believe it ..... any more than Father did. Whatever it was, that was happening, it still 
wasn't over.

And when it was time, she had to bring Jacob.

"Tell me," she said thoughtfully to Father, "about how Jacob got started."

*****



He had a few words: yes. no. And, painful and absurd to the hearer, thank you. Sometimes please. 
He'd point at something out of his immediate reach, from the bed, and say please. When you got it 
for him, gave it to him, he'd smile a broad, indescribably sweet smile and say thank you. Goddamn 
happy. Goddamn ecstatic.

If he'd been somebody radically else, Diana would have been sure he was pregnant. It was that kind 
of shining expectancy that didn't need to come out in words but simply was. 

When he looked at her - and he did look at her: as though he knew a secret too wonderful to tell and 
nothing would have made him happier than to somehow share it - tears sprang to her eyes and she 
choked up, until she learned not to meet those looks head-on but only askance, checking if he 
wanted anything - water, food, a book ....

He wasn't eating. Or, as far as she could tell, drinking, either. Never did the furred finger point to any 
of the plates or cups with the single word please. Offered food or water, he'd just turn his head away 
like a stubborn toddler in a mood. Impossible to consider forcing him. And to do an IV, Father would 
have had to strap him down ..... and none of them was ready to face that prospect yet.

It had only been two days. He wasn't, yet, seriously dehydrated or starving. It wasn't time yet.

*****

It wasn't that he couldn't eat, drink: he simply chose not to. Like some sort of vigil, she thought; a 
ritual emptying, as certain Amerindian tribes were said to do, and shamans of many cultures - to 
produce visions, contact another plane of existence. When she mentioned this to Father, he gave her 
a glance (over his glasses' tops) implying even if it were so, it was irrelevant: no explanation, no 
treatment, no cure. But he made no objection to her wasting her time by dragging books off his 
shelves to research the theory.

Diana figured maybe there was no need to cure what maybe wasn't a disease to begin with. She 
wasn't hunting a cure. She just wanted to understand. Occupational hazard. Besides, reading helped 
the anxious hours pass.

Vincent still liked books ..... with pictures. Especially if they had trees in them. Diana and Father 
searched through Father's library to find every book meeting that requirement and stacked them 
beside Vincent's bed. He worked his way through them methodically, turning a page maybe every 
hour or so, when he'd apparently taken in absolutely everything the picture had to offer him. He also 
liked pictures of hills, mountains. Books fitting that condition grew to be another stack.

Maybe surprisingly, he liked to be touched, leaning into any offered caress with a soft humming noise 
that lasted as long as the petting did. Hours, when her wrists held out that long. In the middle of the 
first night, when she figured interruptions were unlikely, she ventured a more intimate touch; but the 
reaction was exactly the same. Contentment, glad acceptance ..... but no arousal. No offer of 
reciprocal touch. About, she admitted to herself, like petting a very large, affectionate, and well-
mannered dog.

She didn't try again, after that one time. Even thinking about it gave her an uncomfortable, 
embarrassed sense of nameless unease.

He didn't know the difference. For him, there was no difference. But she did. And somehow, it had 



been wrong. She felt that, without knowing why. And she'd learned to trust her gut about things like 
that.

As far as she could tell, he didn't sleep. But she had to. The second night, she startled awake in the 
chair where she'd been dozing and found him regarding her pleasantly. A finger pointed. At her. And 
he said, "Please."

Uncertainly, she pushed out of the chair, lame everywhere: her body still remembered the morning of 
the birthday party. "Do you mean what I think you mean?"

He smiled.

Taking that as encouragement, Diana cautiously rested one knee on the edge of the bed to see if that
would be all right, what he wanted. His eyes shone with happiness and he moved over to give her 
more room and a piece of one pillow. She stretched out, wondering what, if anything, was going to 
happen and what Father would make of this when he came for one of his periodic checks. She 
decided she didn't give a damn, sighing as ease and warmth came to her sore limbs. Warmth of 
Vincent's cuddling against her side; warmth of the comforter he drew up over her and made sure 
covered her everyplace below the neck.

"Thank you."

She cried awhile then. He didn't seem to mind, cuddling and holding her as though his comfort and 
satisfaction in the contact were boundless and could be endlessly shared. She supposed she slept. 
Father, if he saw, offered no comment the next day.

After that, she slept in Vincent's bed, with him, every night. Father never said boo. And nothing, other
than dreamless sleep, ever happened.

On the sixth day, when Father was beginning to mention IV's again, Vincent turned restless. At first, 
he seemed content to ramble around his chamber for awhile, then return to the bed. A little shaky, 
and he knew it, never getting far out of reach of something to lean against or hold. But after a few 
such excursions, he broadened his range to Father's study, leaning along on Diana's shoulder. He sat
a while at the big, odd-angled council table. Father's visitors, surprised to find Vincent up and around 
again, would come to speak to him and be disconcerted to be met only with that wide-open, joyously 
vacant stare. They'd conclude their business with Father quickly and get out: clearly, Vincent virtually 
mute and terminally vague gave them the creeps.

Only Mouse came and stayed, pulling a chair up to the table, communing with Vincent in a series of 
one-sided glances, grimaces, and shrugs. Once Vincent patted his hand, Mouse looked stricken. 
Diana knew how that felt.

After maybe an hour, Vincent got to his feet. His steady gaze at Father was a summons Father slowly
obeyed, rising and limping from behind his desk.

"Yes, Vincent? What is it - can you tell me? Can you point?"

Standing in regal unselfconsciousness, Vincent hugged Father and then kissed his brow. He would 
have let go, but Father was abruptly holding on tightly, dropping his stick. Vincent leaned away and 
stooped carefully to recover it. The transfer of the stick was a solemn, formal gesture, like a 
knighthood or a diploma being conferred. As Father stood propped, looking devastated, Vincent's 
glance slowly circled the study, paused for a moment on Diana, then passed on to collect Mouse, 
who offered his shoulder to help Vincent manage the stairs.

Looking after them, Father said, "It's come, hasn't it? I'm - We're losing him."



Now that the moment was upon her, Diana had no impulse to cry. It was time. She had to go get 
Jacob.

Father's voice caught her at the stairs. "Diana, what's happening? Where is he going?"

"You know. Where it began. Where Jacob began. Sorry, I gotta ...."

Taking the steps two at a time, she hustled for the nursery.

*****

It hadn't been hard to find somebody willing and able to show Diana the way. Jamie went ahead with 
a lantern she lit when they departed the candle-lit tunnels. The way went steadily down.

Jacob weighed a young ton, and Diana clasped him in both arms on the risky stretches, like going 
down long, rough-hewn stone staircases whose edge was a cliff face, or through unshaped caverns 
alive with wind. But the child was blessedly quiet, not wriggling or bouncing or making any noise, 
looking around with wide blue eyes whose expression was achingly familiar. Strangely quiet: Mary 
had remarked that at least Jacob hadn't seemed troubled by his father's illness, and had been 
cheerful and well-behaved all week.

Like Mouse, Jacob knew. But unlike Mouse, Jacob wasn't upset. Jacob had the advantage of the 
bond. Maybe Jacob knew more than any of them. Diana fervently hoped so.

Don't leave, came the thought, like a wince. Just don't die, that's all. I'll settle for please and 
thank you, if that's all that's left. Just the hell don't leave on me!

Whatever was happening and going to happen, Jacob was plainly the key, the trigger. The last few 
weeks didn't precisely make sense to Diana; but they had a kind of shape that felt like sense: as you 
instinctively knew a foreign language had meaning, wasn't merely noise, even when you knew none 
of the words.

Vincent had been recreating within himself experiences that led backward from Jacob's birthday, 
through the stages of his own solitary ordeal, to Jacob's birth, Catherine's death: when each had 
been violently sundered from the others. And now, after six days of incommunicable, joyous 
expectation, to Jacob's beginnings: the instant in which two, fusing into one, had become three - the 
oldest fusion, life begetting itself upon itself. Living forces were coming together which, with Jacob's 
touch, would again collide, fuse, ignite ..... explode? Vanish? Diminish into a single speck of light like 
a collapsing star?

Just don't the hell die. That's all.

Presently they encountered Father, steadily working his way down a crooked passage. Without 
saying anything, they adapted their pace to his with Jamie lighting them all along. They traveled 
silently. There was no need to say anything. There wasn't anything they were going to do, except be 
there. Except witness.

Only Diana had a mission - to deliver Jacob, the catalyst, into his father's arms. Vincent would want to
touch him, now that it was time.

What at first seemed a small, distant boulder on a ledge, was Mouse, alone, glumly hugging his 
knees, not even a candle beside him. He'd posted himself at the mouth of a cave, that had to be the 
cave; peering in, Diana saw only receding, irregular circularities.



As Diana ducked and took an entering step, Mouse scrambled to his feet and grasped her arm. "Don't
go in there. Private."

"I'm supposed to, Mouse. Jacob had to be there."

Mouse scrubbed a sleeve under his nose, considering. "Okay," he said, releasing her.

Father said, "Diana, do you think .....?"

She looked around at him without impatience. Nothing was going to happen until she got there. 
"What?"

Father shook his head. "I merely wondered ..... if I might ..... But no. Mouse is right. Some things are 
private. Even ..... Please take care, Diana."

As Father crossed the few feet that separated them, Diana readjusted Jacob, figuring Father was 
going to make some gesture toward his grandson. And he did - second. First, he kissed her in the 
same solemn way he himself had been kissed by Vincent: a blessing; acceptance; benediction. Then 
he kissed Jacob and stepped back.

Jamie offered the lantern, which would have left everybody outside in the dark. Diana shook her 
head, figuring that if a lamp had been appropriate, Vincent would have told her. Catherine had had no
light, going in, from Father's account. So Diana guessed she wouldn't need any, either. She turned 
and started slowly walking toward the farthest visible throat of the cave, Jacob tucked quiet at her hip.

After the third turn or so, Diana ran out of light and felt her way along. And then damn near tripped 
over something. Carefully kneeling and groping told her it was Vincent, stretched out on his back on 
the sandy floor.

She should have been afraid. She should have checked vitals, to make sure he was still alive. But 
Vincent's confident, unspecific assurance that things were going to be '' all right'' made such 
considerations unnecessary. She'd passed her own private weirdness threshold long since; nothing, 
she thought, could now surprise her.

Sitting on folded legs on the dry, cool sand, Diana delivered Jacob into Vincent's still and 
unresponsive arms.

And felt Vincent's chest heave, drawing in a huge breath that was expelled in a shrill, terrified 
shout ...... of his own name. As the two syllables reverberated off the crooked walls, his arms closed 
around the baby, his son, who gulped one breath of a cry and then was silent.

Shifting by elbow/heel stages, Vincent drew back and away from her - leaning, she thought, against 
the wall. He began to make soft, inquiring, humming sounds to which the child responded with 
delightful coos and babblings.

Whatever her chore meant, she'd done it. Whatever had sparked the glowing, mute expectancy, he'd 
been safely delivered of it. The dark cave was suffused with gentle peace.

Beginning to feel like a third wheel, Diana started to rise. And found her ankle captured by a large, 
furred hand. She settled again.

After a few more minutes of listening to wordless Vincent/Jacob exchanges, Diana hesitantly asked, 
"Is it legal to have a candle now?" ..... as much to see if she'd get an answer as because she minded 
being effectively blind.

"If you like," Vincent's voice responded amiably.

A match flame threw the planes of his features into sharp relief and deep shadow. Propping Jacob 



against his shoulder, he touched the flame to the kind of candle stub everybody down here kept in 
some pocket. Then he passed the stub to Diana, presumably because she had more hands free.

"Is it finished?" she asked, almost whispering. "Is it over?"

"Is what over?" Having shaken out the match, her companion lifted his face to regard her ..... with 
luminously placid green eyes.

Not reflected candlelight: she hadn't seen him by anything else in days.

Green.

Getting no answer, he resumed the absorbing task of counting Jacob's fingers and toes and 
delicately tracing, with a careful finger, the contours of all the child's sturdy limbs. As though he'd 
never held the child before and was raptly discovering it, cherishing it. And astraddle that large thigh, 
the child enacted his own explorations, his own greetings, reaching to pat at the furred nose, the 
widely smiling fanged mouth. Diana wondered what the paternal equivalent would be for madonna.

While Diana stared, just about convinced she was sitting in a stranger's company, he did a very 
Vincent-ish thing: held Jacob up to smell his hair and then nuzzle his cheek.

As if catching Diana's startlement - hell, probably catching her startlement - the strange green eyes 
lifted again.

"I know you," said Vincent's voice cordially, yet awkwardly, "and then again, I don't. There are 
moments ..... images ..... memories ....." The gaze grew distant and the words trailed off. Just as 
Diana was about to perform the unthinkably awful duty of introducing herself, the transfigured eyes 
focused again. "I'm sorry - I've forgotten your name. But I do know you: you're the woman ..... we 
love."

Turning in his parents' arms, Jacob reached for her.

END


